
 
 
                                                                                      January 23, 2013 
 
Dear Judges, 
 
The singular purpose of our editorials in the aftermath of superstorm Sandy was to heal our 
traumatized community.  
 
From the frightening hours before the storm came ashore and the terrifying days just after it 
ended, to the angry weeks that came later, Newsday was a relentless advocate for our devastated 
region. Sandy destroyed 100,000 residences, almost 90 percent of our homes and businesses lost 
power, and 65 million gallons of sewage flowed into our waterways. Twisted trees and concrete 
made roads impassable, and many cellphone towers failed. 
 
In a time of such personal and physical destruction, we chose a tone of reasoned urgency to 
influence public opinion and get the results we wanted. “Shaped By Sandy” gives voice to the 
dramatically changed needs of an island, its inhabitants and its government.   
 
In the 62 days from the storm’s arrival to the end of 2012, we wrote 32 editorials about Sandy. 
Our 10 submissions, plus six supplemental ones, reflect the scope and tone of our extensive work, 
which appeared in our newspaper and on newsday.com/opinion. Our work continues apace. (An 
editorial chastising Congress for playing games with federal aid -- included here in the  
supplemental set of editorials -- was written earlier this month.) 
 
The initial editorials reminded our community that we had the strength and the smarts to get 
through this disaster. We cut through the political blame game and stalled bureaucracy to focus 
on what needed to be fixed immediately -- electricity, housing, gasoline, cellphone service and 
debris removal. Our board members did extensive reporting to determine what assumptions, 
mistakes and planning failures led to the problems impeding the region’s recovery.  
 
A longtime critic of the Long Island Power Authority, the editorial board said in a front-page 
editorial on Nov. 18 that the politically strangled public power company must be privatized. That 
1,000-word editorial marshaled the evidence to show how the public utility’s flawed structure 
rendered it incapable of reliably providing electricity. Six weeks after our editorial, the governor 
and a state commission investigating why it took up to three weeks to restore power came to the 
same conclusion about its viability.  
 
We addressed environmental issues from climate change to the thousands of destroyed cars 
leaking oil into our aquifer, and from the washed-away coastline to the overflows at a major 
sewage plant. We confronted the risks of a deliberately underfunded federal flood insurance 
program, even though that would mean our local homeowners would have to pay more. We 
demanded that our elected officials find the political will to meet these challenges.   
 
Collectively, the members of the editorial board produced an extraordinary body of work during 
this period, while also soliciting op-ed commentary and curating an extensive collection of letters 
to the editor to ensure our community had a dynamic platform to directly express its own needs 
and concerns.  
 
 
 
Thank you, 

 
Rita Ciolli  
Editor of the Editorial Pages 


